We love weddings at Roxanne’s Dried Flowers. Our mission is to give you lasting flowers that represent
your vision and commemorate your most special day. We understand the importance and emotional
weight of your wedding and will work to create the perfect collection for you!

Whether you simply need wedding party flowers or would like complete event design services, we are
happy to take part! The process will vary slightly, but the following serves as a rough outline.
PERSONAL FLOWERS
Bridal bouquets begin at $150 / exact pricing is dependent on material selection and the degree of
handwork; the time it takes to design and craft a unique piece for your wedding dictates our starting
prices / example: a “gathered from the field” sheaf of naturally dried flowers, grasses and grains begins
at $150 while a structural, handwired bouquet with preserved roses and foliage begins at $200
Bridesmaids bouquets begin at $80 / designed in accordance with the bridal bouquet / the above
example applies wherein bouquets with preserved materials begin at $100
Boutonnieres begin $25 / this rate includes a preserved rose and/or coordinating materials
Corsages, Bracelets and Hair Combs begin at $45 / exact pricing dependent on material selection and
degree of handwork
Crowns begin at $65 / exact pricing dependent on material selection and degree of handwork

EVENT FLOWERS
We are also happy to flower and design your entire experience. We love creating unique pieces based on
your style and venue needs! Consider statement wreaths, floral archways, the chuppah, clouds, kissing
balls, garden urns and live plant installation. Keep in mind that these are base level prices; the length of
design time can affect final numbers.
Garlands begin at $18-25 per foot / exact pricing dependent on current market rate for material
selected
Centerpieces begin at $65  / exact pricing dependent on material, handwork, size and container selection
Statement Arrangements begin at roughly $200 / exact pricing dependent on scale, material and
container

Consultations can take place in-shop or via email. We allocate an hour to the information gathering and
flower selection process; please be aware that in the case of remote consultations, we must limit email
exchanges to fit the one hour allotment. We have found that we can comfortably build a proposal within
three exchanges. Once we exceed the design time in the above pricing, we will bill for each additional
hour.
Please see our tips for a successful consultation and accurate estimate below.
After the consultation process has concluded and an accepted proposal has been generated, a contract will
be emailed. This completed contract, along with a non-refundable deposit of one third of the proposed
estimate, will secure the day.

As our inventory is ever-fluctuating with vendor availability and harvest success, your initial flower and
foliage selections are subject to change. Final selections are to be determined one month prior to your
wedding; at this time, minor substitutions and changes may need to be made but we will remain true to
the vision. Any and all changes will be communicated for your approval.
As work begins (at least one month prior to your wedding date) the second installment (⅓ of estimate) of
payment will be charged.

Images of your completed pieces will be emailed. Significant changes and alterations will incur an
additional charge to account for time and materials. This rate will be at the designer's discretion.
The final third of your payment is due upon pick-up or before shipment or delivery. Please keep in mind
that both shipment and delivery incur additional fees.
In the event of cancellation, all payments will be retained by Roxanne's Dried Flowers to account for time
invested in the consultation, proposal and material secured.

Tips for a successful consultation and accurate estimate:
-What is your ideal floral budget?
-Share any images you have saved or pinned!
-Peruse our website and generate a list of material and pieces you like and
dislike.
-Do you want preserved roses to be used in your pieces?
-Do you have any themes, color palettes or style in mind?
-Create a list of your bridal party; how many pieces will you be needing?
Consider parents, grandparents, the officiant, personal attendants, readers,
musicians, host/hostess, program attendants, ushers.
-Do you need help with event decorating? Consider dining tables, cocktail
tables, the bar, cake table, escort card table. Do you have containers or vases
you would like us to use?
-Do you simply need bundles to create anything yourself?

